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Introduction and Background
Technology shifts have throughout history had
major impacts on companies and their business
models.  Not only can it  provide opportunities for
new value-creating processes,  but it  may also be a
lethal  threat to existing business models.
Innovations are the catalysts of technology shifts,
and therefore innovation has become an area of
great importance for companies to survive over
time (Tongur & Engwall ,  2014) .  

Autonomous technology represents a technology
shift  that is  present today,  transforming operations
in different industries and questions the
established ways of doing business (Groover,  2020).
Several  sectors have already enjoyed the increased
productivity,  safety,  and economic benefits that
the technology can offer (Chui,  2017) .  However,  the
technology is  also facing resistance.  For instance,
automation is crit icized for reducing job
opportunities for the people and also for creating
ethical  chal lenges (Nouzil  et al  2017) .  

The transportation industry is  one area where the
development of autonomous technologies is
exposed to society through the development of
autonomous vehicles (Uzialko 2019) .  Several
competitors race towards developing completely
autonomous vehicles intended for transportation of
people or transportation of freight and containers.
Al l  companies share one challenge,  to f ind ways to
exploit  the technology behind autonomous
solutions in a legal  and profitable way (Boutan,
2020).  
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The industry of transportation is facing one of its biggest technology
shifts in centuries when autonomous vehicles are approaching a state of
operational readiness.  Short distance delivery in fenced or restricted
areas,  such as ports ,  logistics centers,  and manufacturing sites are
predicted to be among the f irst  use cases for autonomous trucks.  

Purpose and Theoretical  Context
The purpose of this study was to identify,  describe
and analyse technology shifts and needs within the
industry of transportation.  Furthermore,  to assess
the market potential  and to explore how a f irst
mover can exploit  autonomous solutions.  The
research strategy chosen in this thesis to meet the
purpose was a hybrid between a descriptive
strategy and an exploratory strategy with an
abductive approach. Furthermore,  a combination of
a quantitative and qualitative approach was used.
The research process included a l iterature review
followed by a case study.   The case company, that
due to competitive reasons wil l  be referred to as
The Case Company, was chosen due to their
forefront position in the development of
autonomous trucks for f irst-mile delivery.  

To i l lustrate the different theoretical  components
used in this study,  a theoretical  framework was
developed, consisting of three main building
blocks,  see Figure 1 . 1 .  The framework takes off  in
the f irst block,  Technology Shifts ,  and the creation
of technology.  

Figure 1 . 1  -  The Theoretical  Framework
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Included in this block are innovation theory and
technology strategy to understand the catalysts of
technology shifts and how companies have to work
proactively.  The fact that new markets,  just as
technology,  are created continuously takes us to
the next block,  Understanding Market Structure .  It
is  crucial  for companies to create a comprehension
for different markets,  their size,  and development
over t ime. The last building block is  the
transportation industry,  a sector that has
experienced several  technology cycles and now
stands in the middle of the next one.

The theoretical  framework is i l lustrated below in
Figure 1 .2 .  It  takes the form of a truck representing
the transportation industry.  The truck is  driven
forwards by technology shifts,  represented by the
wheel,  constantly moving and challenging the
industry standard.  In the nave of the wheel,  we
have the understanding of the market structure.  
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 The entrance of autonomous trucks in the
transportation industry has created a technological
discontinuity and companies f ight to create the
dominant design.  Therefore,  the technology cycle
for autonomous trucks is  considered to be in an era
of ferment and is believed to stay so unti l  a wide
implementation is present.  The Case Company is
considered to be in a good position to compete
since they have explicit  strategies for acquiring,
managing,  and exploiting new technologies,  al l
being cornerstones in a sound technology strategy.  

Understanding Market Structure
Ports

Ports are with repetit ive,  standardized container
transportations and operations partly within
fenced areas,  suitable for autonomous trucks.  The
drivers for the total  avai lable market within ports
are the number of containers handled in the
world’s  ports,  t imes the cost for the share of the
total  container transport that is  considered
interesting for autonomous trucks.  With a global
throughput of 811  mil l ion TEUs in 2019 (UNCTAD,
2020),  the total  avai lable market was estimated but
wil l  due to competitive reasons not be stated in
this article.  By setting a lower l imit on a port 's
throughput,  as well  as the GNI-level  in the country,
a number of ports could be selected as interesting.  
For the interesting ports,  a share of the container
throughput was extracted as targetable for the
autonomous trucks.  Train container
transportations shares and containers with
destinations requiring transportation on public,
heavy traff ic roads are examples of factors l imiting
the Total  Avai lable Market to the Serviceable
Available Market.  

The Technology Shift
Autonomous technology is  used to different extents
in different segments but al l  in al l ,  i t  is  bel ieved to
be roughly ⅓  up the technology S-curve.  There are
already applications running today and the product
performance development pace is  rapid and
believed to continue to increase.  

Figure 1 .2 - Theoretical  Framework I l lustration

Figure 1 .3 - The S-Curve
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Logistics Centers

Logistic centers can be divided into two main
groups,  centers dominated by road freight and air
freight.  Both can at f irst glance be believed to be
suitable for autonomous solutions with high levels
of standardized operations and transports.
However,  the centers dominated by truck freight
were in this Thesis assessed as having low
potential  use of autonomous trucks,  mostly
because a vast majority of the operations that are
repetit ive takes place inside.  On the contrary,
logistic centers dominated by air  freight were
assessed to be suitable with repetit ive,
standardized transportations of freight between
the airports and the warehouse,  al l  within a fenced
area.  Both the Total  Avai lable Market and the
Serviceable Available Market were estimated but
wil l  not be stated due to competitive reasons.  

Manufacturing Companies 

Manufacturing companies are a broad term and the
variation in how they operate is  great.  On one side
of the spectrum, we have companies with large
faci l it ies and a substantial  transport volume
between different buildings.  Here,  autonomous
trucks come in handy. 

On the other side of the spectrum, we have smaller
faci l it ies concentrated in one building with inside
transportation exclusively,  hence the use of
autonomous trucks is  l imited.  Due to the lack of
standardization in this segment compared to the
other two segments,  no Total  Avai lable Market size
has been estimated.  Instead,  the market value for
specif ic companies was estimated. 
 
 

Conclusion
The technology cycle in the industry of
transportation is slowly shift ing focus towards
another era of rapid development.  There are
already applications of autonomous trucks
operating in segments including mining and
quarries and it  is  probably just a matter of t ime
before the technology is  more widely implemented.
Although the legislation is impeding now, the
interest expressed by the companies examined in
this Master Thesis has been high and a substantial
market value has been found in two out of three
segments.  

Three recommendations were given at the end of
the study.  The f irst one was to el iminate the
il lusion that the prerequisites needed to be perfect
for autonomous trucks to be implemented. 

The second recommendation was to focus on
relevant customer drivers and mitigate identif ied
obstacles.  High tech companies need to avoid
communicating only in abstract technology terms
and thereby forgetting the customer outcomes.  

The last recommendation was to not al low the
legislations of today,  l imit the opportunities of the
future.  Emphasizing what parts of the customer’s
operations can be autonomous in the future when
the legislations open up, creates an extra incentive
for the customer in the long run. 
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